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“Shining” with the Marginalized: Self-Reflection and Empathy in Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining

Stanley Kubrick’s horror masterpiece The Shining has confounded and fascinated viewers
for decades. Perhaps its most mystifying element is its final zoom, which gradually falls on a
picture of Jack Torrance beaming in front of a crowd with the caption “July 4th Ball, Overlook
Hotel, 1921.” While Bill Blakemore and others examine the film as a critique of violence in
American history, no scholar has thoroughly established the connection between July 4th, 1921,
Jack Torrance, and the rest of the film. Taking into account Kubrick’s personal background and
meticulous historical research, it seems unlikely that the reference is merely arbitrary. Upon
examination, America in 1921 harbored an extreme fear of outside threats that resulted in
widespread racism. Kubrick intends to make the violent and xenophobic history of 1921 an entry
point into understanding America’s discriminatory legacy, a legacy embodied in the character of
Jack Torrance. Kubrick implies that in order for America in 1980 to escape its murderous past, it
must face it honestly. Jack and all that he represents must die, and his family must escape to
create a new American identity through empathetic communication with the marginalized.
Danny and Wendy honestly self-reflect in order to shine, and once they do they allow the
American past to inform their present actions, enabling them to move forward with a new
American identity apart from Jack.
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Stanley Kubrick’s Life and the Making of The Shining
The Kubricks, a family of Eastern European Jews, immigrated to the United States in the
late 19th and early 20th century. Stanley Kubrick was born in the Bronx, New York City on July
26, 1928 (Lobrutto 7). He grew up during the Great Depression, WWII, the rise and fall of
Hitler, and other such world-shaking events in the blossoming age of modernism. Kubrick’s
childhood took place in an age “energized by science, mass armies, and the xenophobic
nationalism that reaches its cruelest expression . . . during the 1930s and the 1940s” (Cocks 73).
Because of his upbringing, many theorize that Kubrick became a “skeptical modernist who
believed in the power of art to draw attention to, and perhaps aid in mitigation of, a distressingly
dangerous world,” and such a theory seems to fit the themes of evil, horror, and violence in many
of Kubrick’s films (Cocks 73). Myriad cultural factors affected Kubrick’s childhood: America
experienced the ideological growing pains of modernism while simultaneously facing an
economic depression, world war, and, for immigrants like the Kubricks, discrimination. This
confluence of factors had a profound influence on the young, quiet, intelligent Stanley Kubrick.
In his grade school years, Kubrick tested above average in “standard reading and
intelligence tests,” but he had poor attendance and grades at school (Lobrutto 9). His school
“found his behavior to be unsatisfactory in social areas” such as “Personality, Works and Plays
Well with Others, Completes Work, Is Generally Careful, Respects Rights of Others, and Speaks
Clearly” (9). Childhood acquaintances described him as “private” and “always a mystery” (13).
Some propose that Kubrick may have been on the autism spectrum because of his anti-social but
highly focused and intellectual nature. He would play chess with quiet intensity for up to “twelve
hours a day” during his youth, showing his severe focus and determination (19). In order to help
him develop his untapped potential, his father allowed young Stanley to use his camera, and
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Kubrick became fascinated with photography. This fascination grew into a profession during
high school, when he began to sell photojournalistic shots to Look magazine. After graduation,
he continued to work in photography at Look, and eventually made a transition into film. He
approached his artistic endeavors with the same cool, quiet intensity as his chess games, and his
meticulous genius led him to cinematic greatness. By the time he began work on The Shining, he
was already one of the most renown filmmakers in the industry, having made groundbreaking
films like Spartacus, Lolita, Dr. Strangelove, 2001: A Space Odyssey, and A Clockwork Orange.
Kubrick read Stephen King’s novel The Shining, published in 1977, and appreciated
King’s story enough to make it his next film project (Lobrutto 411). Then, in true Kubrickian
fashion, he kept the basic plot of the novel but “infused the skeleton of King’s story with his own
ideas” (412). It is widely acknowledged that knowing and analyzing King’s text will not help to
interpret Kubrick’s film. In his seminal biography of Kubrick, Vincent Lobrutto documents the
process by which Kubrick and Diane Johnson, a novelist, wrote the screenplay. Johnson said
Kubrick had “’a strong literary sense” and that “[i]n all respects he thinks like a novelist” (qtd.
Lobrutto 413). Johnson confirmed what many think about Kubrick’s films – they are works of art
with all the richness of a truly masterful text, deserving of conversation, analysis, and critical
thought.
Kubrick demanded extreme attention to detail and precision in every aspect of his films.
He constructed the set of the Overlook, intricately placing every photograph, painting, sign, or
piece of furniture, and he refused to settle for a bare shell of a set; “for all intents and purposes,”
the set was “a real hotel, not a movie hotel” (Lobrutto 418). Kubrick mandated “order and
stability in his . . . work” and those who worked with him quickly realized “the word
‘reasonable’ was not in the Kubrick lexicon” (423, 424). The revolutionary new Steadicam
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allowed Kubrick to control every shot of the film exactly with unprecedented precision. Almost
no shot existed that he could not get, and he rarely let a shot go without doing over twenty takes,
often doing seventy or eighty (425, 431). Kubrick demanded excellence and precision on set
from every person working under his scrupulous care. The Shining can be best understood, then,
as a highly controlled movie made from scratch by a man heavily influenced by the history and
experience of immigrants in the 1920s and 30s in America and in complete control of every
creative decision in the film, from the script to the set, costumes, angles, lighting and movement
captured in each and every shot.
Critical Conversation
William Blakemore, then a correspondent for ABC News, was one of the first to open up
conversation about The Shining as a statement about the history of American violence with his
1987 essay “Kubrick’s ‘Shining’ Secret.” He does not pull punches – he claims “’The Shining’ is
explicitly about the genocide of the American Indians” (3). He notes the connections between
Kubrick’s horror masterpiece and Native American history, observing Calumet baking soda cans
with the iconic logo of an Indian chief carefully placed in the food pantry scenes of the film. He
asks his readers to “[c]onsider the Indian motifs that decorate the hotel” that “serve as
background in many of the key scenes,” and lines spoken by the hotel owner, Stuart Ullman,
about the Overlook’s location on a Native American burial ground (3-4). Blakemore claims that
the film is not only about the genocide of the Native Americans, but also about the white man’s
selective amnesia regarding the atrocity they committed against Native Americans. The very
name of the hotel suggests the “overlooking” of past violence that one does not want to see (4).
“That’s why,” Blakemore writes, “Kubrick made a movie in which the American audience sees
signs of Indians in almost every frame yet never really sees what the movie’s about” (4).
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Blakemore defends his claim with specific readings of the Indian ghosts in the hotel, the
ad campaign for the film, the final scene, and other miscellaneous clues. He reads the silent
presence of Native American motifs throughout the film as Indian ghosts haunting the Overlook.
This includes the river of blood that “wells out of the elevator shaft . . . in spite of the fact the red
doors are kept firmly shut within their surrounding Indian artwork-embellished frames” (4). The
river of blood that swept across America with the European settlers seeps out of the cracks of the
American consciousness, despite the nation’s effort to keep it hidden. Blakemore claims that the
advertising campaign for the film, which “Kubrick carefully controls” for all his movies, was an
intentional nod to American history (4). The posters in Europe for The Shining read “The wave
of terror which swept across America . . . is here” (4). The film had not yet been released in
America, so the terror referred to could not have been the film itself. Instead, Blakemore asserts
“the wave of terror that swept across America was the white man” (4). Blakemore also makes a
half-hearted attempt at interpreting the final scene, when the camera zooms in on a picture of
Jack at a party with the caption “Overlook Hotel, July 4th Ball, 1921.” This crucial image, no
doubt “a master key to unlocking the whole movie, is that most Americans overlook the fact that
July Fourth was no ball, nor any kind of Independence Day, for native Americans” (5). After
building a solid basis for his interpretation, Blakemore falls flat with his last point. Kubrick was
meticulous, purposeful, even manic at times, so no date could be arbitrary, especially one
prominently placed in the last frame of the film – the culmination of everything Kubrick has
shown up until that point. Yet Blakemore makes a critical mistake: he assumes that 1921 has no
pervasive significance to the body of the film. In light of Kubrick’s personality and habits, this
simply cannot be true.
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In a 2013 article for The Daily Beast, Blakemore softens his original argument. After
many years of rumination, it seems that his thoughts on The Shining matured and expanded, so
much so that he contradicts his earlier article, saying, “I do not think that The Shining ‘is really
about’ the genocide of the American Indians” (Blakemore “Room 237”). He says, instead,
“Kubrick carefully placed some natural reminders – highly realistic and representative in the
1980 America in which the film is set – of such actual historical and unspeakable events in the
not-too-distant past” (Blakemore “Room 237”). So, rather than approaching Kubrick’s film as if
it were a puzzle to be solved, with one correct way to fit the pieces together, Blakemore suggests
that there are hints of history placed in the film to evoke thought. This echoes a quote from
Kubrick himself, who, when asked what the film was about, replied, “It’s about a man who tries
to kill his family” (Blakemore “Room 237). Kubrick refused to limit the film to one symbolic
meaning, instead he confirms only the basic plot in order to allow his audience to interpret the
subtext. Blakemore constructs a reading of the different Native American symbols in the film
and suggests that the genocide of the American Indians was one of the ghosts that haunt the
Overlook Hotel, but not the only one. With this article, Blakemore steps into a fuller, more
rounded understanding of Kubrick’s masterpiece. Blakemore’s interpretation lays a solid
foundation for understanding The Shining, but there are gaps in his understanding of the film that
must be explored and understood in order to see the full picture of Kubrick’s film.
There were others who came to similar conclusions as Blakemore, like David A. Cook in
his brief evaluation of the film “American Horror: The Shining.” He concluded that the film was
“about the murderous system of economic exploitation which has sustained this country since,
like the Overlook Hotel, it was built upon an Indian burial ground” (2). Greg Smith built off of
Cook’s Marxist reading of the film, claiming The Shining was Kubrick’s attempt to hold a mirror
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up to his audience so they could see their similarities to Jack Torrance. Unfortunately,
Blakemore, Cook, Smith, and others like them neglect to look into the year 1921 and what it
means for Kubrick’s film, which creates a blank spot in the scholarship about The Shining. If
many ghosts haunt the Overlook Hotel, then to what ghost does the final shot allude? How does
the final shot act as an entry point to the myriad ghosts haunting the Overlook? Blakemore
mentions that Kubrick often uses the final image in his movies as visual symbols of the core
message of the film (Blakemore “Room 237”). Blakemore is correct, but he does not take his
thought to its logical conclusion; if the last shot is key to understanding the movie, then why not
research 1921 to see why Kubrick – the historian, the literary mind, the careful researcher –
would choose that date? This paper will step in where Blakemore and others failed, and will
examine what America looked like in 1921 and what connects that time in history to The
Shining.
American Racism in the Early 1920s
By all accounts, the 1920s in America was a period of great upheaval. The 20s had “a
kind of cultural schizophrenia” in which people simultaneously accepted new advancements yet
wished for a simpler world (Drowne and Huber 3). The United States seemed to be in tension
between tradition values and the uprising of modern thinking, and it put society in a moral and
cultural limbo. Modernism became the dominant intellectual ideology, coloring literature with
doubt and loss of meaning. Darwinian theory arose as the academic norm, and in this line of
thinking humans devolved from God-created beings to mere animals. However, there were still
many people who held to traditional thought, especially in rural America, and these people felt
threatened by the shifting ideologies of modernism.
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In the 1890s, the economy was down and Americans became nervous about their
economic and social security (Lehntinen 2). The tide of immigrants that flooded America after
WWI irked Americans further, giving rise to skepticism of “radical aliens” and a deep “antiforeign resentment” (Drowne and Huber 8). Americans feared that “Europe, war-weary and in
ruins, was going to send over her beaten rabble to America” (Lehntinen 37). Insecure as they
were, conservative American citizens saw the rush of foreign immigrants as a threat to economic
stability and cultural norms. Post-war immigration sparked an “immigrant backlash,” and
“nativism waxed” out of fear that America’s culture would be overrun by immigrant and African
American people (Murphy 110). Kathleen Drowne and Patrick Huber, in their book on the
1920s, describe how
[m]illions of native-born, white Americans harbored intense fears that communism would
spread to America, immigrant hordes would seize their jobs, and African Americans
would integrate their racially homogenous communities. These anxieties heightened
preexisting racial and ethnic tensions in the United States and led to the outbreak of
repressive and often violent clashes between Americans of different races, religions, and
political beliefs (7).
Americans acted out of this nationalistic fervor to pass the Quota Act, or Emergency
Immigration Act, of 1921. For the first time in its history, the United States placed restrictions on
the number of immigrants it would allow to enter the country. This act limited immigration to
385,000 persons per year, and in 1924, congress passed the National Origins Act, which further
limited immigration to 165,000 people per year. This restricted immigration to less than 20
percent of the number immigrating before World War I. The National Origins act of 1924, also
known as the Johnson-Reed Act, gave priority to those from “Northern European, chiefly
Protestant countries” (Drowne and Huber 8). The philosophy behind the quota system was that
“the stream that feeds the reservoir should have the same composition as the contents of the
reservoir itself” as one congressman said, therefore, in order to maintain its racial demographics,
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the nation allowed only as many immigrants from each country as the percentage of American
citizens from that country (Ngai 27). This logic made it easy to favor the current majority and
maintain the cultural and racial status quo. The arguments behind these acts were not generally
based on race, but on “economic factors, the danger of the immigrant ‘flood’ etc.”; however, “it
cannot be doubted that the perception of new immigrants as inferior was instrumental in the
passing of the quota acts” (Lehntinen 54). After the Quota Acts of 1921 and 1924, America had
successfully kept outsiders deemed undesirable from entering the country, giving privilege to
those emigrating from Northern Europe and excluding Eastern Europeans, Asians, Africans, and
other undesirables from immigrating almost entirely.
At the same time that America fretted over immigration, a massive Red Scare gripped the
national consciousness. The scare erupted after World War I, reaching its peak in 1919 and 1920.
There was widespread paranoia and a series of bombings and attempted bombings that only
added fuel to the fire, including “an explosion on Wall Street in September 1920 that killed 38
people” (Drowne and Huber 7). This type of political fear only added to the chaos and confusion
of the cultural climate, and it ultimately culminated “in the Palmer Raids in the winter of 19191920, in which authorities arrested ten thousand alleged anarchists and ultimately deported some
five hundred” (Ngai 59). Then, on July 14, 1921, just one digit off from Kubrick’s date, Sacco
and Vanzetti, the infamous immigrants accused of robbery and murder, were found guilty and
sentenced to death (Drowne and Huber 9). This famously unjust case sparked riots around the
world over the poor treatment of immigrants in the United States. The case began in May 1921,
the same month congress passed the Quota Act to limit immigration (Drowne and Huber 9).
Along with fear of international immigrants, race relations between black and white
Americans worsened. In the mid to late 1910s, “approximately half a million African Americans
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left the South for northern urban-industrial centers” (Drowne and Huber 9). This caused
enormous tension because it “heightened competition for jobs, housing, public facilities” and it
in turn “set off an unprecedented surge of race riots in northern and Midwestern cities” (9). For
instance, one riot in Oklahoma in 1921 left 85 African Americans dead and most of their
business district burned to the ground (10). Aggression against the minority races became a
powerful outlet for fearful Americans, which is why the 1920s saw a resurgence of the Ku Klux
Klan, which “preached that white supremacy was under assault” and that “diversification . . . was
serving to ‘mongrelize’ and therefore undermine native-born, white Protestant dominance”
(Drowne and Huber 10). According to Downe and Huber, the Klan terrorized “immigrants,
communists, union leaders, Catholics, and Jews” and had a dominant presence in a number of
states, including Colorado, where The Shining was set (10) There were many “new population
trends and ideas,” including the Great Migration and a “continuous exodus of the farmer to the
city” which challenged the core beliefs of small-town Protestant America (Goldberg 101). Rural
values began to give way to more progressive urban ideas, which caused a deep fear and
instability in the hearts of conservative America that resulted in an “urban-rural conflict” that
“manifested in the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, anti-immigrant sentiment, Prohibition, fear of
radicals, and a determined counter-attack by the fundamentalists” (101). This rising KKK was
less concerned with terrorizing and killing specific minorities and more concerned with rebutting
the immoral values brought into the country by foreigners. Goldberg writes that the Klan reached
its peak in the early 1920s, and that specifically in the year “1921, the Klan began to greatly
expand its membership outside of its original base in the South” (105). “By the end of that year,”
the chapter claims, “it claimed to be operating in forty-five states and enrolling 1,000 members a
day” (105). In the following years, the Klan gained a highly influential presence in many
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northern states, notably electing two senators in Colorado, reaching a peak of 5 million members,
and marching 40,000 members down Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington DC in 1925
(Goldberg 105-6). More than anything, the early 1920s was a time in which traditional rural
Americans felt threatened on all sides by racial outsiders and new ideologies that seemed to shift
the very ground underneath their feet. They clung to anger and racism in response, allowing the
powerful resurgence of organizations like the KKK.
In the academic community, there emerged a "controversy over intelligence testing in
the mid-1920s” (Murphy 114). It started with IQ tests for World War I draftees, in which
scholars compared the results of ethnic groups and found that whites outperformed blacks, and
northern Europeans outperformed Alpine and Mediterranean Europeans (Muphy 114-5). Many
began to theorize that those who performed worse were genetically predisposed to lack
intelligence, including Carl C. Brigham, a Princeton psychologist, who Paul Murphy quotes
saying “’The most sinister development in the history of this continent’ . . . was ‘the importation
of the negro’” (Goldberg 115). Not all believed this theory, but still the myth existed that nonwhite people were genetically inferior to white people. Madison Grant’s Passage of a Great
Race became popular in the early 20s and claimed that the white race was three-tiered: with
Nordics at the top, followed by the Alpines and the Mediterraneans, respectively (Goldberg 113).
Grant believed that immigration would “mongrelize” the white race, a view supported by
proponents of “scientific racism” like Kenneth Roberts, who believed that “Alpine,
Mediterranean, and Semitic immigrants would inevitably produce ‘a hybrid race of people as
worthless and futile as the good-for-nothing mongrels of Central America and Southeastern
Europe” (Goldberg 113). This was another aspect of racism in the early 1920s – seemingly
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legitimate scholars gave a scientific backbone to unfounded prejudice, and their “research”
supported the overwhelming tide of racism in the United States.
Darwinian and Mendelian thinking came together and “raised the question of the new
science of genetics on human life” (Watson, James 5). Thinkers began to question the effect of
genetics on intelligence a social status. As Jean Watson writes in his book Genes and Politics,
scientists asked themselves “how many individuals at the bottom of the human success totem
pole were there because they possessed gene variants perhaps useful for earlier stages in the
human evolution but now inadequate for modern urbanized life” (5). A man named Francis
Galton in 1869 coined the term eugenics, which comes from the Greek word for “well-born,”
and hypothesized that races could be improved by selecting ideal parents to reproduce (5).
Eugenics fueled the fire of racism in the United States in the early 1920s. Some eugenicists
(though not all) thought “new Americans from Eastern and Southern Europe were marked by
unacceptable amounts of insanity, mental deficiency, and criminality” (Watson 9). This
stereotype likely influenced the immigration legislation of 1924 (Watson 10). The false findings
of some eugenicists worsened stereotypes that other races were less developed than white
Europeans. Eugenicists’ philosophy not only limited immigration from undesirable countries, is
also was used to keep African Americans second-class citizens and outlaw interracial marriages
(Watson 11).
In early 1920s, Americans felt unstable in a world of shifting ideologies, economic
systems, and immigration. In reaction, they clung to racism, xenophobia, and a sense of genetic
superiority to try to maintain order. This led to a massive restriction of foreign immigration, the
Red Scare of 1919-1920, riots over the outcome of Sacco and Vanzetti’s trial, the resurgence of
the KKK, and the eugenics movement. Overall, the year 1921 could contend as one of the most
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racist years in recent American history. Countless riots and restrictions against racial minorities
emerged, both politically and personally. It is clear that the US was afraid of the outsider, and out
of that fear they persecuted and limited the minority population. And yet, this historical racism is
not a topic the current American public is familiar with. Few teachers give lessons on the Quota
Acts of 1921 and 1924 or the trial of Sacco and Vanzetti because the marginalization of the
foreigner by the greater American public, while a recurring theme in the nation’s past, is not the
history America chooses to teach. Stanley Kubrick, the son of Eastern European Jews who
immigrated in the 1920s, knew this history and chose to allude to it with the final shot of his film
The Shining. By examining the not-so-subtle messages in the film, it soon becomes obvious that
the racism seen in the year 1921 informs almost every aspect of the Torrances’ experience in the
Overlook Hotel.
Overlook Hotel as America
From the first scenes of the film, it is clear that the Overlook Hotel symbolizes America.
The opening scenes between Ullman, Dick Halloran, and the Torrances also allude to the hidden
history of aggression in the hotel. It can be naturally assumed that if the Overlook Hotel
represents America, and the underlying tension of the film involves the ghosts of the hotel’s
violent past, then the film itself is an attempt to understand the violence in America’s past. The
opening scenes first establish a connection between the hotel and America then allude to the
violent history of the hotel that Ullman, the symbolic political figure, overlooks, but Dick
Halloran, a black cook, directly addresses.
Jack Torrance’s interview in Stuart Ullman’s office sets the tone for the film, as it
establishes four key ideas: 1) the Overlook Hotel is representative of America, 2) Jack, a
patriarchal male figure, is to be in charge, 3) there is a history of violence in the hotel, and 4)
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those in power chose to repress that violent history. An astute viewer will note the motif of
American symbols in the opening scenes of the film, particularly in Ullman’s office. Ullman (see
Visual Reference 1) wears a blue sport coat with a thick collar, a white shirt with red stripes, and
a fat red tie, making him a walking American flag. His hair is perfectly coiffed, and on his large
desk sits an American flag, behind his head an eagle figurine. Ullman gives off a presidential air
of power, and as the owner of the Overlook Hotel, he is the symbolic political authority. Ullman
puts Jack, a family man and former schoolteacher, in charge of the hotel for the winter. Ullman
also presents his version of the former violence in the hotel, giving Jack the details of the
murders but explaining away Grady’s violence by attributing it to “what the old-timers used to
call cabin-fever” (Kubrick 11). This somewhat veiled picture of the violence in the hotel’s past
hints that there is something more to the Overlook than Ullman chooses to tell Jack. Ullman
attributes Grady’s killings to the isolation of the hotel in the winter rather an admitting an
underlying pattern of violence in the hotel’s past. Kubrick establishes the basic tenants of the
film by using Ullman to symbolize American political leadership, showing that the authority of
the nation belonged to white males like Jack Torrance, and that there is a repressed history of
violence at the Overlook hotel.
The following scenes establish the connection between the Overlook Hotel and America,
both haunted yet ignoring their violent pasts. As Ullman leads Wendy and Jack through the
hotel, he mentions that the Overlook is “located on an Indian burial ground, and . . . they actually
had to repel a few Indian attacks as they were building it,” and the hotel itself is also covered in
Native American decorations, as Blakemore cited in his articles (Kubrick 29). When the white
man came to America, he slaughtered and relocated the majority of the native peoples, so
America, just like the Overlook, was built on the graves of the natives. The small references to
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Native Americans in the décor further aligns the hotel’s history with American history and
confirms the connection between the two. The genocide of the Native Americans becomes a
pleasant, decorative backdrop to the grand hotel.
Stuart Ullman, representative of patriarchal political power, barely acknowledges the
Grady murders and refers flippantly to the atrocities against Native Americans during the hotel’s
construction. Dick Halloran, in contrast, directly addresses the hotel’s history of violence with
Danny. As an African American cook, Halloran represents lower, working class minorities in
America. Danny, who has seen glimpses of the hotel’s violent past through shining, asks
Halloran “Is there something bad here?” and Halloran answers:
Well, you know Doc, when something happens it can leave a trace of itself behind . . .
say like if someone burns toast . . . things that happened . . . leave other kinds of traces
behind. Not things that anyone can notice, but things that people who shine can see. Just
like they can see things that haven’t happened yet. Well, sometimes they can see things
that happened a long time ago . . . I think a lot of things happened right here in this
particular hotel – over the years, and not all of them was good (44).
In this crucial moment, Halloran introduces one of the main tensions of the film: there are things
that happened in the Overlook Hotel’s past that, like burnt toast, leave a noticeable but invisible
residue which only those who “shine” can observe. Those who shine can see the past and also the
future, making a connection between former violence and the future trajectory through their
ability to shine. White male political authority in America glosses over past atrocities, but the
working class and minority citizens like Dick Halloran are very aware of these historical
grievances. Working class people like Halloran and members of the emerging generation like
Danny can “shine,” which means they are aware of the past and can see how it affects the present
and the future.
The Overlook Hotel, symbolic of America, is a grand place with a haunted past that its
leaders refuse to recognize. While it is majestic and extravagant, there are also signs, even in the
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beginning of the film, that the place has an ominous history hiding underneath the seeming
beauty of its structure – ghosts hide in its rooms and blood spills out behind the doors of its
elevators. Secrets hide under the structure’s façade, including Room 237, the heart of all the
violence in the hotel’s past. Those in charge of the Overlook Hotel seem determined not to see
these horrors, but the connections between the violence in the hotel and the violence in America
is too strong to ignore.
Torrance Family, Jack, and Patriarchal Violence
The central tension of The Shining revolves around the hidden but violent past of the
hotel/America and the tendency of some to ignore it, and to understand the film one must
understand where the Jack and his family fit into this tension. The Torrance family exemplifies
white, middle class America. They are a traditional nuclear family put in charge of day-to-day
tasks to keep the hotel running. Jack, the leader of the family and the appointed supervisor of the
hotel, is a traditional symbol of patriarchal white male authority. Both the family and Jack seem
to exemplify the traditional American dream, but just like the Overlook itself, the Torrances have
an underlying thread of violence and repression. The family represents the sort of values
Americans have held for centuries. These values, like those of the immigration laws or the Ku
Klux Klan in 1921, seem reasonable and family-oriented, but disguise a deeply disturbing and
abusive mistreatment of women, children, and minorities.
The Torrance family is the perfect image of the white American middle class. They heat
the boilers and repair any damages to the hotel, and the grand structure of the Overlook runs
smoothly because of their labor. In their first scenes, Wendy and Danny both wear stark red,
white, and blue, and throughout the film. Danny wears strikingly patriotic clothing (Visual
References 2-6). In almost every shot that he appears, Danny dons red, white, and blue. In his
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first scene, it’s a red, white, and blue shirt with Bugs Bunny on the front and stars and stripes on
the arm (VR 3). Twice he wears sweaters, one displaying Mickey Mouse playing football (VR
6), the other with a space ship and the words “Apollo 11 USA” emblazoned across his chest (VR
5). Kubrick’s costume choices for Danny connect him to the young, vibrant American spirit. At
one point, when Wendy and Danny run out to explore, Wendy yells playfully back at her son:
“loser has to keep America clean, how's that?” (Kubrick 48). Everything about the Torrance
family seems to fit the traditional American dream, and yet there are also hints of frustration,
abuse, and alcoholism, particularly in Jack. Jack dislocating Danny’s shoulder in a drunken rage
and his scenes with Lloyd at the Gold Room bar show just how dysfunctional the family is
beneath the surface – just like the Overlook itself, the perfection on the surface covers up
aggression and dysfunction.
Jack is the traditional, patriarchal male in the hotel and in his family. He is the source of
both income and authority. He also has a general disregard for the Native American artifacts in
the hotel, as Blakemore noted when Jack repeatedly hurls a tennis ball at a Native American
mural on the wall with no regard to the art he could damage. He calls his wife “the old sperm
bank upstairs,” reducing Wendy’s worth and existence to her ability to provide sexual services
for him (Kubrick 73). He is surly, unpredictable, an undeniable alcoholic, and potentially
abusive. Jack embodies the racist, sexist patriarchal violence that runs through American history,
and he is the one chosen to care for the Overlook Hotel.
Jack feels the hotel is his home because he symbolizes the dominant white male authority
which has ruled the hotel since its construction. He tells Wendy that when he first came to the
Overlook, “it was as though I had been there before . . . almost as though I knew what was going
to be around every corner” (48). Jack, the representation of patriarchal violence against the
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marginalized, understandably knows what hides around every corner of the hotel – the ghosts in
the Overlook the very people he has oppressed: women, children, Native Americans, immigrants,
African Americans, and any other “threat” to the social norms. Jack feels the Overlook is his
home because, in some form or another, he has always been there. Although he feels a
connection to the hotel, he does not remember the violent history he himself inflicted. He only
knows he belongs in that elaborate Colorado Lounge, ruling over the massive hotel and
upholding his sense of duty. Jack, as violent as he is, is also a patriot and protector of the
Overlook against any who would want to do it harm, much like the middle-class patriots of 1921
who swore to defend the country against outside threats.
Jack and Grady’s scene in the red bathroom (Visual Reference 8) not only shows Jack’s
patriarchal/patriotic duty to keep the hotel racially pure, it also gives insight into the theme of
forgetfulness and Jack’s transcendence of time. Jack walks into the Gold Room and discovers a
1920s-style party, and he and Grady enter the red bathroom together. Jack and Grady transcend
time to enter the 1920s, likely 1921, and step into the red bathroom together. They are in the
bathroom to clean Jack’s jacket, a symbolically significant act of cleansing. These two men go
into an environment where they see red everywhere, reminiscent of the Red Scare of the early
1920s, in order to cleanse Jack of an unwanted substance spilled on his personhood. Jack tells
Grady he used to be the caretaker of the Overlook, and Grady responds: “That’s strange, sir. I
don’t have any recollection of that at all . . . . you are the caretaker. You have always been the
caretaker” (93). Grady has no recollection of running the Overlook or killing his family. He tells
Jack that Jack has always been the caretaker, which by traditional logic is false, but on a
symbolic level is true. Jack, representative of patriarchal male authority, has always been in
charge of the hotel in some form. Grady is yet another example of those in charge of the
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Overlook hotel brushing their acts of violence under the rug and pretending they didn’t happen –
he denies that he killed his family and takes no blame for their deaths by conveniently forgetting
they transpired. As conversation gets more serious, Grady and Jack discuss the cleansing of the
hotel. Grady asks Jack, “Did you know, Mr. Torrance, that your son . . . is attempting to bring an
outside party into this situation?” (94). The outside party, Grady says, is “a nigger . . . a nigger
cook” (94). Jack, appalled that Danny has been communicating with Dick Halloran and
attempting to get him to come to the Overlook, dismisses him as “a willful boy,” a product of his
mother, and one who “interferes” too much (95). The two violent male owners of the hotel
decide, ominously, that both Wendy and Danny need to be “corrected” just as Grady “corrected”
his wife and daughters after they attempted to burn the Overlook down (96). Grady and Jack, two
figures of patriarchal control, in a room where they see red all around, threats from outside
forces, and they decide that Danny and Wendy need to die for attempting to bring a “nigger
cook” into the hotel. This Red-Scare-reminiscent fear of the “other” directly connects back to the
history of the year 1921, its paranoia, and Quota Acts limiting immigration. Kubrick confirms
this connection by placing the bathroom discussion within the 1920s party scene.
Jack and Grady deny past violence and move forward with more violence out of the fear
that an outsider could come in and threaten their hotel. They revert to a 1921 way of thinking, in
which outsiders are a threat and they, as the traditional authorities, must repress and punish all
threats to their nation. Jack embodies the history of American violence that is unaware of itself –
unaware that it transcends time and is present in the past, unaware of the violence that it has
committed, unaware that it is marginalizing people, repressing a history of violence, and creating
more violence through its patriotism and ignorance.
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“Shining,” Danny, and the Little Boy that Lives in His Mouth
Danny Torrance stands in stark contrast to his father. His youthful patriotism is not
marked by racism, fear, or violence; instead, he represents a young, empathetic generation of
Americans growing up in 1980. Danny can “shine,” which enables him to connect
empathetically with the marginalized. His ability to see the hotel’s ghosts causes him to further
explore the margins of the hotel, unlike his father, who stays in one central area. Because he
ventures out to the margins of the hotel, Danny discovers the full truth of the Overlook’s history
in Room 237, a history so traumatic that Danny must use Tony as a psychological coping
mechanism.
The namesake of the film, “shining,” as defined by Dick Halloran, can be best understood
as a personal ability both to empathize with the marginalized and to allow the past to inform
present actions. Those who shine can smell the “burnt toast” of former injustices lingering in the
air of the Overlook, and they can also see the future and communicate with each other without
speaking. They have solidarity with one another, even across racial and economic barriers, as
evidenced by Danny and Halloran. Halloran and his grandmother could shine, suggesting that
historically marginalized groups like African Americans still feel the remnants of past violence,
and because of this they are more prone to empathy and understanding. Danny, the younger
generation of white America, can also shine, which fits symbolically with the late 70s and early
80s. The emerging generation had a new awareness of the oppressed after the Civil Rights
Movement, the feminist movement of the 60s and 70s, and the general cultural upheaval of those
same decades for countless marginalized social groups. Young Americans like Danny can
empathize with minority Americans, i.e. Dick Halloran, and they can also feel the remnants of
the violence in the Overlook Hotel. This is the essence of shining: a person who shines is one
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who does not overlook. Those who shine, like Danny, Halloran, and the hotel itself, feel the
injustices of the past and allow it to inform their future.
Danny’s shining begins with self-reflection and enables him to see the previously
overlooked ghosts in the margins of the hotel. His first episode of shining takes place in his
bathroom while he brushes his teeth and talks to Tony, all the while looking in a mirror. Mirrors
act as a recurring symbol throughout the film, showing the ability (or inability) of a character to
self-reflect. Danny sees himself directly in the mirror, which demonstrates his ability to observe
himself and others clearly. After Danny’s direct gaze at his own reflection, Tony shows him the
blood pouring out of the elevator in the Overlook. Danny sees the hidden pain of the hotel’s past
because he first self-reflects, and this marks his first episode of shining. Danny’s next encounter
with the history of the Overlook is also his first interaction with its murdered ghosts: Grady’s
twin daughters approach him the day he arrives at the hotel. They say nothing; they only stand
ominously in the doorway and then turn and walk slowly out the door, as if introducing
themselves. The ghosts in the Overlook Hotel approach Danny and Danny alone. His ability to
identify with the past and empathize with their pain draws them to him. Those who can honestly
self-reflect can shine, and those who can shine can see the injustices of the past and will
inevitably find those injustices and hurts where others will not. The ghosts approach Danny, just
as the ghosts haunting America come to light when a new generation is willing to listen and
empathize with the marginalized.
After his encounter with the twins, Danny becomes mobile as he explores the boundaries
of the American past by exploring the boundaries of the hotel. He does not remain stationary like
his father, who almost always stays in his bedroom or the Colorado Lounge. Danny instead
ventures to the furthest corners of the hotel on his tricycle, a symbol of his increased mobility.
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He searches because he is not content to allow the hotel’s ghosts to remain hidden. As afraid of
the ghosts as he is, he simultaneously wants to see the true heart of the atrocities that have been
committed in the Overlook. He resists glossing over the injuries in the American past, and he
proves his desire for self-knowledge and a correct understanding of history through empathy and
active truth-seeking. Essentially, the drawn-out shots of Danny tricycling through the hotel show
the long, often-circuitous route to a truthful understanding of history. Danny succeeds in his
endeavors – his first ride around the hotel he simply goes in a circle, but his second time, he has
another encounter with the twin girls. He sees their bloody bodies splayed in the hallway where
their father murdered them. When an honest and empathetic person like Danny tries to seek out
the truth of the American past, he comes face-to-face with the blood of patriarchal violence.
By contrast, Jack does not want to explore any part of the hotel, which seems odd
considering his feelings of ownership and connection to the hotel. Jack wants to limit his
knowledge in order to block out any conflicting narratives about the hotel. He wants to view the
Overlook from his authoritative position in its spacious center, but he never wants to go out to
the far edges to find the truth about its history. He prefers not to approach the margins, not to
think, and not to remember.
Danny’s third cycling trip leads him to Room 237, in which lies the center of the hotel’s
haunted past, though it is in the margins of the hotel’s geography. Once before, Danny
approached Room 237 and found it locked. But as he explores the hotel more and more, he finds
it open, the key in the door, as if a ghostly presence provided access especially for him. The
audience does not see what happens to Danny in Room 237, only its aftermath. Danny cannot
handle the true, raw horror of what he faces: the concentrated center of all the brutality that exists
in American history. It attacks him, and Danny shuts down completely, unable to speak, until the
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end of the film. Danny honestly explores the injustices in the American past, and it is too much
for him. Danny is only a child, and although he has been self-reflective and persistent enough to
reach the true center of American evil and face it honestly, it ultimately overwhelms him.
Tony, Danny’s imaginary friend, is a subconscious creation of Danny’s in order to cope
with the horrific violence of shining. One scholar interpreted The Shining through the lens of the
Oedipus Complex, claiming “Danny creates Tony as a guardian angel to watch over him and to
channel his negative feelings about his father into someone, other than himself” (Wang 117). The
theory that Danny created Tony as a coping mechanism fits with the textual evidence in the film,
although the Oedipus Complex is insufficient to explain the depth of Tony’s character. Instead,
Tony shields Danny from the intense realities he sees so that Danny can maintain peace in his
own mind while encountering horrific violence. When Mrs. Torrance asks Tony if he is excited
to go to the Overlook, he ominously says he does not want to go there, and refuses to elaborate.
This seems threatening, but in reality, Danny transfers all his fears about going to the Overlook
onto Tony, so when Mrs. Torrance speaks to Tony she is speaking to Danny’s anxieties. This
leaves Danny innocently oblivious to the horrors of the hotel and able to compartmentalize and
approach them on his own terms, i.e. when he sees the vision of the blood coming from the
elevators or when he encounters the murdered twin girls. And when he does see the bodies of the
girls, it is Tony who comforts him by saying, “Remember what Mr. Halloran said. It's just like
pictures in a book, Danny. It isn't real.” (Kubrick 61). Tony comforts and diverts the horror of
the truth Danny must face in his exploration of the American past.
The Solution of Self-Reflection
Through the recurring image of mirrors throughout the film, Kubrick shows that the
solution to the violence in the American past is honest self-reflection, which enables a person to
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shine. When Danny is unable to combat the trauma of the hotel’s ghosts, he uses Tony to awaken
Wendy, cause her to self-reflect, and transform her into one who can shine and who has the
strength to escape her violent husband. From her, it becomes clear that shining is a learned skill
that Jack has knowingly rejected, particularly in his experience in Room 237. Danny and Wendy
choose to honestly self-reflect, to empathize with the marginalized, and to escape Jack and the
Overlook to reconstruct the American identity outside of patriarchal aggression.
There reaches a point when Danny, a mere child, cannot handle the weight of the
violence he encounters. After the attack in Room 237, when Danny directly confronts the heart
of American evil, he recedes into Tony completely, and Tony becomes the initiator of change in
the Torrance family. Danny, who wants to step in and take action, is paralyzed, so he pushes
Tony, his shield, to the surface in order to take control. Tony tells Wendy, “Danny’s not here,
Mrs. Torrance” and functions as a zombie-like Danny (Kubrick 98). Tony begins to make the
changes that Danny can’t make, and as evidenced in the famous “red rum” scene. Tony takes a
knife and Wendy’s red lipstick as she sleeps, murmuring “red rum” ominously. He writes
REDRUM on the bedroom door, then walks back to Wendy’s bed and begins screaming “Red
rum! Red rum!” (127). Finally, Wendy wakes up, sees Danny standing above her with a knife
screaming with Tony’s voice, and looks in her mirror to see “MURDER” written on the door
through its reflection. At this moment, Wendy goes through a personal transformation caused by
honest self-reflection in her bedroom mirror. Before this moment, Wendy has been a
frustratingly weak character, crying and half-heartedly batting at Jack as he threatens to kill her.
She has been as blind as Jack to the ghosts in the hotel, seemingly under a false consciousness,
believing all is well in the hotel. She does not see violence, oppression, or ghosts, and she loves
and trusts her husband to a fault. As she sleeps, Danny, using Tony, awakens her literally and
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symbolically and causes her to self-reflect. She looks directly in the mirror, facing it fully, and
she finally sees clearly the murder that has been committed in the hotel. She sees the red writing
on the door and has a moment of self-revelation that thrusts her out of the cycle of historical
violence. After this scene, Jack comes with his axe trying to murder her and Danny. Jack’s
descent into rabid violence and Wendy’s awakening fully pits the family against itself in a battle
to the death.
The younger generation of Americans in the 1970s explored American history, reflected
upon the injustices of their current society, and spurred marginalized groups to throw off any
false consciousness and to change the tide of patriarchal violence in America. Clearly, Danny
awakens Wendy, a repressed woman, in the same way that the rising generation in the 70s
spurred a wave of feminism. Symbolically, the young generation awakens a marginalized group
of women to the violence in society so that they can try to escape their situation. After her
awakening, Wendy walks through the hotel with new eyes - seeing skeletons in one room
covered in spider webs, Halloran lying dead on the ground where Jack killed him, a ghost
dressed in a bear suit performing a sex act on a man in a tuxedo, and the blood flooding out of
the elevator. These images are all the realities of patriarchal oppression – a dead black man killed
by a white man, a homosexual couple performing a deviant sex act, and the river of blood
spilling out of the elevator, symbolic of the combined violence of the history of the nation. One
ghost, dressed in a sharp suit but with a head wound dripping blood says casually, “Great party,
isn’t it?” (Kubrick 140). The irony finally hits Wendy – the 1920s partygoer is blind to the blood
on his own face and sees only a roaring party, but she can finally see the true condition of
American history in the 1920s and beyond. She explores the hotel, sees the ghosts clearly,
understands the marginalization of peoples after her own self-revelation, and sees how it
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conflicts with the traditional historical narrative of the roaring 20s and American history as a
whole.
This means that, according to Kubrick’s film, shining is a learned skill. Shining, the
ability to empathize with the marginalized and allow the past to inform present actions, can be
learned through honest self-reflection. At the beginning of the film, Danny looked into his mirror
before seeing the elevator blood, and he awakens Wendy through self-reflection to see murder.
Jack continually refuses to look into various mirrors throughout the film. Danny always knew
how to shine, Wendy learns to shine, and Jack refuses to shine. The hope for a better future lies
in America’s ability to learn to shine, and for those who refuse to shine to symbolically die out.
Many times throughout the film, the viewer sees Jack’s face reflected in a mirror, but
Jack refuses to look in the mirror himself. He will not self-reflect honestly, and instead he
chooses to continue in violent defense of systematic patriarchy. When Wendy brings Jack
breakfast in bed during their first days in the hotel, Jack looks at her while the audience sees him
reflected in their bedroom mirror. Jack is unable to self-reflect as his wife serves him an
elaborate breakfast on a platter – he cannot see how he and his wife unconsciously act according
to culturally assigned gender norms. She asks him if he would go for a walk with her after his
breakfast, but he rebuffs her and says he needs to work. In small ways, even from the beginning,
Jack is unable to self-reflect; he cannot see his own biases or coldness toward his wife, and
although the mirror is right before him, he does not look into it.
The audience again sees Jack’s reflection when he reaches out to Danny to sit on his lap.
Danny asks if Jack likes the hotel, and Jack says “I love it” and asks if Danny likes it too (64).
Danny replies “I guess so” tentatively, but Jack is so blinded by his love for the hotel he takes his
son’s hesitant answer as affirmation of the hotel’s greatness (64). Jack is blind to his own
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patriotic reverence for the hotel, and cannot understand why Danny would be hesitant to express
his own love for the hotel. In another scene, Jack ignores his own reflection when he visits Lloyd
for the first time. His face is shown reflected above the bar, but he never looks at it. He only sees
Lloyd, a white man on whom he can unload his prejudicial statements, and alcohol. He calls his
wife the “old sperm bank upstairs” and refers offhandedly to “White man’s burden, Lloyd my
man. White man’s burden” (73, 72). He both degrades his wife by equating her with her
sexuality and refers to Kipling’s “burden” for white European cultures to spread their civilization
and religion to the other non-white cultures. He, like so many white men before him, is spilling a
sexist and racist agenda onto a bartender as he gets progressively more belligerent, blind to his
prejudices.
The truly defining encounter between Jack and his own reflection happens at the turning
point for his character: the scene in Room 237. Because of Danny’s excursions through the hotel,
Jack must venture outside of his comfortable environment in the Colorado Lounge to approach
the center of the violent history of the American past. When Jack enters, he sees what he wants
to see: a seductive woman waiting for him in a bathtub, completely naked. The history that Jack
desires greets him at the door. This American past is washed clean and fresh, is young and
seductive, and beckons him to come close to her. From a distance, she is perfect, clean, and
desirable. However, as he approaches her and begins to touch and kiss her, she changes. Upon
close examination, she morphs into something entirely different, but he only discovers this when
he opens his eyes and looks at her in a mirror. When he does, the image of her true form appears
to him: she is dead, rotting, and old. Reality horrifies him, and he flees as she chases him out the
door. Jack sees the true nature of American history, not the seductive narrative he and others in
power tell themselves, but the true, rotting core of American prejudice, and it horrifies him. He
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has an opportunity to self-reflect because he sees the true reflection of himself and the hotel for
the first time, but instead he goes back to his room and tells Wendy there was “absolutely
nothing” in Room 237 (81). Even after he sees a glimpse of the true horrors of the hotel, he
denies their existence. He does not shine or to see ghosts like Danny or Wendy, instead, after this
scene he goes on a violent rampage through the hotel, killing Dick Halloran and trying to kill his
own family. Jack denies self-reflection, and this leads him down the path of his forefathers, one
of self-righteous injustice and violence. After his encounter in Room 237, Jack returns to his
apartment. His face appears in a mirror next to the door before he appears on camera, as if to
confirm once more that, in the denial of his experience in Room 237, he is refusing to reflect
honestly on his own intentions. In the red bathroom scene, Kubrick plays with mirrors and the
symbol of self-reflection once again. Grady and Jack both stand before a wall of mirrors as they
try to clean off Jack’s jacket, and yet never look at them. They focus on each other, on the red all
around them, and on their need to “correct” their families, but they never once stop to take an
honest look at their own lives. The difference between those who affirm inequality and those
who question it, Kubrick seems to say, is honest self-reflection.
In some way, each member of the Torrance family goes through a personal change
regarding self-reflection and the haunted history of the hotel. Danny sees the true, hidden center
of the Overlook in Room 237 and it traumatizes him. Jack encounters the same center and
refuses to acknowledge that it exists, much less that it is dead and rotting. Wendy does not enter
Room 237, but through Tony acting on behalf of Danny, she goes through a personal awakening
and is able to see the ghosts in the hotel. Their personal familial journey reflects recent American
history in the 1970s and early 80s, a time in which there were cultural revolutions and the voices
of marginalized peoples were ready to be heard. Danny, because he sees himself honestly, can
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see the horrors of the past and can also see the future. He can empathize with Dick Halloran and
other minority groups, and would be able to move toward a less violent future if he could only
escape his father’s violence. Young Danny has the option to stay with and maintain the violent
traditions of patriarchy in American history, the legacy left by his father, or to escape the
Overlook altogether, to refuse to overlook the violence of the past, and to form a new American
identity with empathy and understanding.
Keeping in mind this connection to US consciousness, the last scenes of Kubrick’s film
are not just a relief from the horror, they are deeply hopeful for the future of America. Jack kills
Halloran, the outsider, for trying to come into the hotel, but Halloran brings a way out – the
snowcat – for Wendy and Danny. Although Halloran died violently, an allusion to the continued
violence against African Americans, his struggle to reach the isolated Overlook created a way
out for Wendy and Danny. Simultaneous to Halloran’s struggle to reach Danny, Wendy and
Danny are trapped in a bathroom while Jack attempts to break down the door with an axe. This
symbolically significant scene places Wendy, the marginalized and abused woman, and Danny,
the future of America, in a small space with Jack hacking away at the door and yelling “Little
pigs, little pigs, let me come in!” (Kubrick 131). Wendy opens the tiny window and manages to
shove Danny out of it so he can slide down the snow bank to safety, but she is trapped and at the
mercies of her husband. Danny is small enough to be able to slip away from his oppressive
father, but Wendy cannot seem to escape her violent patriarch. Jack pushes his wife and child
into a small bathroom, restricting their freedom and ability to move in the hotel and placing them
in a symbolic place of cleansing. He made plans to murder his family while in the red bathroom,
and now he attempts to act it out by forcing them into the bathroom in his space, the apartment.
Danny escapes the cleansing/murder attempt, but Wendy, the ever-oppressed and marginalized
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woman, is stuck in that small space unless someone comes to help, and fortunately Halloran does
exactly that. Halloran diverts Jack’s attention from Wendy, giving her the opportunity to escape
and explore the hotel with new, awakened eyes. This situation alludes to the Civil Rights
Movement, and how it carved the way for other countercultural movements of the 1960s and
1970s, in which anti-authoritarian sentiment and revolutionary thinking made way for a wave of
American feminism, sexual revolution, and general questioning of patriarchal authority.
Jack is not satisfied after killing Halloran – he seeks out Danny because of his connection
to Halloran. Jack’s fear of the exotic other drives him to violently repress anyone who threatens
his dominance over the hotel. So, in an attempt to keep Danny from threatening the status quo,
Jack finds Danny and chases him out of the hotel into the maze. The maze holds peripheral
symbolic significance in the film: earlier in the film, Wendy and Danny run through the maze
together and find its center. While they explore, Jack looms over miniature display of the maze
in the Colorado Lounge. While Wendy and Danny explore secret of the Overlook Hotel, Jack
prefers to stay in his spacious, central lounge and look down at a representation of the hotel’s
secrets that he can see from above. He does not seek to understand the hidden parts of the hotel;
instead he looks down on a simulated version of the complex maze. When Jack attempts to kill
Danny, Danny leads him into the labyrinthine maze, symbolic of the hotel and its twisted,
complex history. Jack, limping from his tumble down the stairs, cannot hope to keep up with
Danny, but he follows his footsteps into the twisting turns of the Overlook Maze.
In order to escape his father permanently, Danny must retrace his steps in the snow,
making a conscious decision to reverse the course of American history and leave patriarchal
violence to freeze in the snow. Danny has no hope of escaping his father’s violence by plowing
forward further into the maze, he has to reverse his own footsteps, allow his father to blunder
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past him in an animalistic rage, and then retrace his steps back out of the maze to safety. He must
reverse the course that patriarchal dominance has taken American history and allow his father to
freeze in the snow, trapped forever in the winding secrets of the maze that he never took the time
to explore. In Stephen King’s novel, the Overlook Hotel burns to the ground, but Kubrick said
“the novel’s ending wouldn’t do . . . I didn’t want the conventional ending – the big bad place
burns down” (Lobrutto 415). Kubrick’s ending is infinitely more hopeful than King’s: he doesn’t
want the Overlook to be destroyed. The future he sees for America is one of reversal and escape
from past violence and wrong. In Wendy and Danny, the formerly repressed, Kubrick shows the
potential for America to escape racism and violence and to leave behind its haunted past to seek
a more self-aware and empathetic future.
Conclusion: July 4th, 1921
After establishing the Overlook Hotel as a symbol of America, showing the journeys of
self-awareness in Wendy and Danny, leaving patriarchal violence to freeze in the snow, and
showing hope for the future of America in Wendy and Danny’s escape from the Overlook,
Kubrick leaves his audience with his visual puzzle. The picture, visible below (Visual Reference
9) shows Jack with his arms extended in front of a crowd of 1921 partygoers in the Overlook
Hotel at their July 4th Ball. Blakemore claims Kubrick wanted to show that for men like Jack,
American history was a party, but for marginalized groups it was no ball (Blakemore
“Kubrick’s” 5). But Blakemore’s answer is too simplistic. It takes researching the history of
America in 1921 to fully see the connection.
July 4th, Independence Day, holds obvious significance, 1921 was an incredibly fearful
and racist time in America. Political, economic, and philosophical instability led to fear of
outsiders, which ignited a Red Scare, allowed for the rise of the KKK, unjustly executed Sacco
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and Vanzetti, restricted immigration, and propagated scientific racism and eugenics. The main
driving forces behind the blatant racism present in the early 1920s were fear of outside threats
and lack of empathy for the “other.” These same forces drive Jack Torrance and Charles Grady
to attack their families and marginalize minority groups, creating the ghosts in the Overlook. In
this way, the year 1921 acts as a gateway into American history, showing a glimpse of the bigger
picture of patriarchal oppression, and gives a historical backdrop for understanding of the film.
Kubrick presents Jack as part of the July 4th Ball in 1921 to show that the same patriarchal
violence that was front and center in America in 1921 still exists in the year 1980, and the only
hope for progress is to leave it out in the cold to freeze to death.
Kubrick wants his audience to self reflect, to see their own faces in the picture from 1921,
and then move forward. He wants America in 1980 not to overlook the injustice but to see it
clearly and to escape the violence of previous generations by reversing the course of history. He
desires that America move forward with a new kind of masculinity based on empathy, and a new
kind of society that shines by allowing its past to inform its actions as it moves into a more
empathetic future. The Shining is rightfully a horror film because it shows the horrors of the
American past, but it is also a deeply hopeful film as Wendy and Danny move forward into a
new future informed by Jack’s past violence but determined to leave it behind.
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Visual References:
1)

Stuart Ullman sitting at his desk
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2)

Wendy’s first outfit – stark red and blue
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3)

Danny’s first outfit – red, white and blue with stars and stripes on the sleeves (bugs bunny on the
front, not pictured)
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4)

Danny – again in red, white, and blue
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5)

Danny’s Apollo 11 sweater
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6)

Danny with red collar and white and blue sweater of Mickey Mouse playing football
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7)

The Colorado Lounge – note the Native American designs and the prominent American flag
against the back wall
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8)

Jack and Grady in the red bathroom
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9)

Final Shot – caption: “Overlook Hotel, July 4th Ball, 1921”
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